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THE ELECTRON-SHAP.IKC- ABILITY OP ORGANIC 
RADICALS: ORG^A^IC ?g:HCURIALS 
INTRODUCTION 
One of the very important problems that leve stimulated 
speculation and experimentation in organic chemistry has been 
the relation of the constitution of molecules to their proper-
ties* A singular advance i?as made in this line i^hen Van't 
Hoff and Le Bel proposed the tetrahedral form for the carbon 
atom and thus laid a logical foundation for the treatment of 
the yet unexplained phenomenon of optical activity. The other 
properties of substances, such as reactivity, degree of ioniza­
tion, orientstion in substitution reactions, physiological ef­
fects and in fact nearly eveiy too'syn characteristic except 
molecular vrei^t, have eluded all efforts at coiaplete systeis-
atic treatment, Hany efforts hs-ve been made to correlate the 
properties of compounds with the positive or negative 
character of the radicals of which they are composed. 
Ost-wald^ pointed out that certain elements or radicals, 
•when substituents in organic acids, affected the dissociation 
constant in a unifom manner. Those elements, or radicals, 
•which •when substituted into acetic acid caused an increase in 
the dissociation constant, he called negative, and those 
1. OstT^ald, J. pralst, Chem., 31» '^53 (1885); 
Z- physik. Chem., 3, 170, 418 (1889). 
•wb-icli caused a decrease, positive. Wegsclieidep® sunanarizes 
the availal)le data and puts them into a tabulated forrn from 
which it is possible to calculate the dissociation constants 
i of var-lous substituted acids. Many limitations to these 
I 
i « jf 
I seneralizations, such as those of Bader and Kantzsch^ have 
i 
1 been pointed out,. 
I In 1901, Noyes and Lyon^ pointed out that if all re-
t / 
i actions involving the decomposition of molecules are preceded 
an ionization of the parts of the molecules, it "would fol­
low that elementary molecules as -well must ionize into tjositive 
arKi negative parts. A fe-w years later, Abegg® stated that all 
elenients are ansphoteric, that is, exhibit both positive and 
negative electricity. We may interpret the generalizations of 
I these pioneers to mean that the electron-sharing ability of 
i 
1 ary atom depends upon the strength of the other groups to 
I "Which it is linked. 
j 
j This generalization is involved in all of the recent 
-1  
I theories "ffhich attempt to explain the distribution of af-
! 
{ 
I finity in the carbon com-oounds. All of these theories are 
I 
qualitative in nature and the success of the manipulation de-
2. v-.egscheider, Monatsh., 25 , 287 (1902). 
3. Bader,^ Z. physik. Chem^, 6, 295 (1890). 
4. Hantzsch, Ber., 32> 3071 (1899). 
5. ISoyes and Lyon, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 23, 460 (I9OI). 
6. Abegg, 2. anorg. Chem., 39, 330 (1904). 
7. Henrich, Johnson and Haim, Theories of Organic 
Chemistry, John Wiley and Sons, lle-w Toric, 1922, pp. 75-168. 
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pends upon ones ability to read into them a degree of stress 
or strain which can only he acquired hy experience. 
The confusion is due Bostly to the lack of a quantitatlYe 
Eeasure of the "electron-sharing ability" of the various car-
8 bon radicals. Derick attempted to establish such a standa3?d 
by means of the acidic and basic dissociation constants of the 
various hydroxides^ We may use the following electronic ex-
I planation for Dericls^s reasoning, (a) In water, hydrogen and 
oxygen are balanced. There is an equal tendency for the for­
mation of t^rdrogen and hydroxy 1 ions, (b) If one hydrogen is 
replaced by an element or radical H with a greater tendency 
than hydrogen to talie on an electron, the compound tends to 
mm "I* 
ionize into RO + H . Furthermore, the degree of the ioniza-
I tion would"be a measure of the "negativity" of R. (c) If one 
i^drogen is replaced by an element or radical R -EJith a greater 
I 
I tendency than hydrogen to give up an electron, the oompound 
J + ^ 
I tends to ionize into R + OH . Furthermore, the degree of 
! 
I this ionization wuld be a aeasure of the "positivity" of R. 
i He then uses the follo^wing matheaatical value for these terms, 
j Positivity = -1000/log ^ I-^asic* ii«eativity = -lOOO/log 
I Ost^ald had previously considered this standard "but had re-
I 
1 
! 
! 8. Berick, J, /on. Cheio. Soc., 53, 1152, 1162, 1181 
I (1911); 34, 74 (1912), 
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;3ected it in favor of the standsjTd mentioned s.bove, based on 
acetic acid, because the "non-ionization" of such a large 
group of compounds maizes this standard impossible to apply ex­
perimentally, For this very reason, Berick's treatment of the 
subject is limited to the organic acids, and is not applied 
Tsrithout difficulty even here. 
Soae of the factors other than negativity thsA affect the 
ionization of acids are, the mass, the structijire, and the 
spatial configuration of the molecule. Thus the sethyl sub­
stituted aciylic acids are knovm. to exist in geoisetrically 
isoseric foras* Ostwald has shosn that their ionization con­
stants are not alike. 
A'. G = C - C - OH 
H 
H H ^0 
E = 0,0056 
acrylic acid 
H H 
B. C = C 
1 h.O 
S = 0»0C20 
cis-crotonic acid 
GH3 
I H 
C. HC = C K = 0*0056 
trans-crotonio acid 
9 .  Ost'5?ald, Z. physifc. Chem., 3 ,  2^1 (1889) . 
— 
One "s^oiild expect the ethyl substituted acrylic acids to 
sho"^ a similar difference hutthis was not considered "by 
Fichter and Pfister^® who determined the constant for 2-pen-
tenoic acid. 
H H .^ 0 
CsHsC = C - K - 0.00148 
OH 
?/ith the isonjeric tartaric acids no difference in the 
constants has been found, though they can be separated into 
pure forms. 
n 
""""oh OH OH 
HOCH HCOH HCOH 
I I i 
HCOH KOCH HCOH 
.0 i.o 10 
c"' 
""On ^OH ""OE 
(1-tartaric acid) (d-tartaric acid) (meso-tartaric acid) 
It is only "fcy a seirere rounding off of the constants re­
corded in the literature that such confusing effects can be 
eliainated. It must also be borne in mind that the solvent 
plays a large and poorly understood role in ionizations. The 
data obtained in ionization raeasuresents have been found 
satisfactory in arranging the radicals in the order of their 
electron-sharing ability, but not "sjithout some slight irregu­
larities. 
10. Pichter and Pfister, Azm., 334, 201 . (1904). 
I 
j 
i 
TBEOHEIICAL DISCUSSION * | 
I 
; j 
i The method of app2X)ach to this problem proposed Irry i 
i Hison and Johns in 1927^^ involves a reasoning on the iDssis . 
i 
of the electron theory of valency. It excluded from con­
sideration for the tide being, all radicals which themselves 
I have polar linages,, as well as those compounds x^hich exist 
!  ^
; in isore than one isciseric form- "Se may assume extreaes j 
i ' \ 
\ ' 
I of electron transfer; the firsts total extraction of the I 
I j 
electron from a neutral atom resulting in a positively charged j 
i 
! 
ion^ the second, total impression of an electron into a i 
neutral atom resulting in a negatively charged ion. Between 
I these t-570 extremes ^ hich. according to Le-^is^^ exist in the so- | 
I called "polar"'* compounds^ there aay oe gradations in the trans- S 
i fer of the electron, resulting in.more or less non-polar 
1 ! I lirikages of the atoia concerned,. | 
i ! 
i This change in. the relation of the electrons to the nude- | 
I I 
1 us in an atcfi2 can "be calculated for the case of the more sim-nle i J . • » -
i • " 
! atoms, if ve assume some la's? of force "between these units of ! 1 * 1 
i " i 
I electricity that alloiffs sta"bility in the molecule. For con- | 
I • j 
j venience we TTill follot? Thost^son's reasoning^®. i 
I i 
\  ^ • ! 
I 11. Hixon and Johns, J. CheE. Soc. , 49, 1786 (1927). 1 
i 12. Lewis, Talence and the Structure of Atoms and ; 
Molecules, Chemical Catalog Co., 1923j Chapter I- i 
13. Thombson, The Electron in Cheisistry, Franklin 1 
Institute, 1^23» Chapter I- 1 
! • 1 
I • • I 
i t 
i r 
I'et the laTiT oif force "between a positive charse and an 
electron he e3spressed "by the equation 
F = II (1 - S) 
^here E is the attracting force betisreen the charges, 
E and e the + and - charges respectively, 
r the distance between thea, and 
c a constant characteristic of the kind of atom con­
sidered and is the distance at which the force changes from 
attraction to repulsion. Let the law of force between tvio 
electrons be expressed by the equation 
F' = eg. . 
d2 
TThere F*"" is the repulsive force betTzeen the chafges, 
e the negative charge on the electron, and 
d the distance between the electrons 
In a neutral atoE ? = F' 
Let us consider the case of a t-cjo-electron atom, in 
TJhich the positive charge is midway betii?een the electrons. 
Then S = 2e, d = 2r, and 
Ee fT _ c\ e S— V.i- - - -jr: V p/ 45:2 
froH which r = l-lAc.. 
ITo'ST consider the case in TShich one of these electrons 
is used in chemical combination isith another atom aM in so 
doing is dram farther away from the positive nucleus of its 
i -11-
1 i 
I 
! oTsn atom. Let this electron "be t"s?ice as far fros the nude-
I *• 
1 • . 
I us as the other uncoabined electron. Then for the unconbined 
I electron 
i Se , _ e^ 
i ^3 11 - -p) -
f IS i Prom T;7hich 'we find r = — c 
"While previously r© = ^ c 
In the extreme case of complete removal of one electron 
i the other "^^ill be at eauilibriiiia when P = C, and r = c. 
I 
I I Thus if the lai? of force at atomic dimensions is like 
t 
I tnat proposed by Thompson, the electrons of an atoa should 
I sore in closer to the nucleus -syhen one of them is partly or 
I I completely remoTed. If completely removed the nen radius 
I r^ is "^7 relation r^ = 0.875 a t^o-electron 
.atom. 
In the 4 electron atom the radius of the neutral atom 
is found to be 1.29 C4. If one electron is entirely removed 
the radius is found to be 
rj. = 1,168 c^  
ri = 0.905 ro 
Thus the effect is less pronounced in the more complex atoms. . 
These ideas are in agreement with the results obtained 
"by Ihavey^^ in his study of the radii of atoms and ions. He 
I 14. Davey, Chem, Rev,, 2., 3^9 (1925)» 
finds that i??itli the alkali metals of large atomic weight (Cs, 
i Ki), S) the radius of the ion seems to "be constant reggj^ dless 
! i ^ I of -syhether the atom is eoshined T7ith CI, Br, or I. With the 
I 
I alkali netals of lower atomic -ffeight the radius is not con-
S 
I stant and is least tsrhen the atom is coahined with CI and 
I 
I 
I greatest when coEbined T/ith I. Table I reproduces a portion 
of his calculations. 
TABLE I 
Badli of Alkali Ions 
Cb. - 1.974 X 10"^  cm. 
RB"^  1.696 
 ^ K" 1.548  ^
Ife Li 
In Kal 1.257 in Lil 1 
KaBr 1.231 LiBr 1.01 
rTaCl 1.225 LiCl 0.98 
naF<1.15 LiP <0.86(?) 
These are in strict agreement vlth predictions from the 
ionizing potential. The greater the fjork done in removing 
an electron, the greater the change in the aton- as a result 
of its remoTa-l and the stronger the force necessary to remove 
it. A comparison of the radii of the neutral atoas of Li, 
na and E •with the radii of their ions in their chlorides is 
given in Table II. 
In this series of atoms the percent decrease in 2?adius 
of the atom in changing from the neutral atom to the ion is 
in the same order as the ionizing potential. /*lso from 
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T/iBLE II 
:R atoni^E ion in HGl % decrease in R I. P.,volts: 
: Li : 1.51 : 0.98 35.1 
• 
5..37 i 
: lla ; 1.36 : 1. 225 3^ .1 5,. 13 : 
t Iv : 2.25 : 1.5^ 8 31.2 4;.l : 
• 
Table I it is seen tliat for the ssjne atom the change in radius 
is in the ssse order as the nag^tive nature of the ion •with 
Tshich it is coshined. (^is reasoning is not lisited to the 
metallic ion, for as Davey shows, the radius of the fluorine 
ion varies with the alkali metal ion r.ltii •sJhich it is coabined.« 
The effects are entirely sutual.) 
¥.OTi if the atom has tw valences occupied in holding it 
in cosjhination Tiith two other atoms or groups, any change in 
the relation of this central atom to one of the groups must 
necessarily produce a change in its relation to the others, 
This change should be most aarked -sjhen the central atos is 
small and relatively simple, i,.e,*, contains fev? electrons. 
It is less mariiied in atoins that are larger and more complex. 
This concept is capable of esperimental verification. He 
may use various atoms or groups for the so-called "central 
atos", such as: 
.-(IHo)-, -(C=0)-, -(3)-, -(0)-, -(Hg)-, -(Asf^J-, 
etc. If in any given case "we use a polar group such as -OH", 
"E , -I , -HO3, etc. at one valence and a non-polar group, 
R, at the other, obtain a number of series of compounds, 
such as: 
R(KH3)0H, R(C^^)H, E(S)H, R(0)H, R(Hs}I, R(Ai2jOH, etc. 
In each series any change _ in the relation of R to the central 
atos aust produce a change in the relation of the nucleus of 
this atom to its electrons and consequently a change in its 
relation to the polar group. 
Ihe affinity of the "bond betTreen the polar group and the 
central atom can be measured by a number of physico-chemical 
methods all of "Khich depend upon determining the equilibrium 
constant for a reversible reaction involving that bond. Some 
of the cosmonly used methods are; 
(1) ifeasureaent of vapor pressures, in the case of 
gaseous substances or easily vaporized liquids. 
(2) Heasurement of electromotive force, for reactions 
that can be made to proceed with the production of 
electric current. 
(3) analytical method that determines the equilibrium 
concentration of reacting substances. This includes 
conductance measiirements, ^hich indirectly determine the 
I concentration of the ions and the molecules in solution. 
I I The third method is the most convenient uay of determining 
I the ionization constant of an ionization reaction such as: 
1 R(C^ )H R(Gt§^ " + 
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FroE the constant obtained, the free energy of separation of 
the molecules at unit concentration into the ions, each at 
imit concentration, is given "by the equation 
= HI? In K 
Then "by arranging the compounds of the series in the order of 
their ionization constants ne isrill have the radicals in the 
order of their electron-sharing ability. In the case of non-
polar compounds, i.e. those which are not usually considered 
as undergoing electrolytic dissociation, simils-r methods 3!nay 
be used, provided a reversible reaction is involved and the 
equilibrium constant for the reaction determined. 
An examination of all of the values given in Landol"t-
Bomstein for the dissociation constants of the acids and 
amines makes possible the comparison sho-ym in Table III for 
the dissociation constants of R(JJHg), R(COOH}, RCCHsCOOH) , 
RCCHsCHsGOOH) and ROH. 
Representative values from Table I are plotted in Figure 
I against an arbitraiy abscissa designated as "electron-shar­
ing ability of various radicals." In plotting these results, 
it was observed that the cu37ves were exponential no matter 
What units -crere chosen for the x axis. Accordingly, an arbi­
trary curve y = log K = -20(e°* *^^^-0.75) "s^as dra^ and the 
dissociation constants for the various amines RClIHs-HsO) were 
located on the cijirve, thereliy fixing the position of R along 
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TABLE III 
Dissociation Gonstanus of Correapondinp: Polar Coaipounds of 
Various Radicals in 'ffater at 2^ 
Mine Acid : Acid Acid I|rdroxid€ : 
:Radical R» Kfi 5> I'i fjO R.C0CH:R.CHi>C00H R.CH o.CH,:CCOH R0?i : 
iCCHs^sC-
:CH3-
3 X IC*"^ 
10"-
1 
1 
>c 
X 
• 
10~® 
10"® 1 X 10"*^ 1 X 10" ® 
10"^® : iCHsCHe- 5 X 10"- 1 X 10"^ i X 10"® i X 10"® 
tCHaCHsCHs- K X 10""^ 1 X 10"° 1 X 10"® 1 X 10"® 
: CH3CH=aHCIfg- 4 X 10"^ 5 X 10~® 3 X 10"® 
rCeHcCHg- 2 X 10"® 5 X 1 ® Xv^ 2 X 10-5 
:CHo=CH- 6 X 10"® 6 X 10"^ 4 X 10"® 2 X 10"® 
10"^^ ! 2 X 10"® 2 X 10-^ 2 X 10"® 1 •nr 10"® 
iCeHiCHs-p 2 X 
10 " 
5 X 10"® 
tCcHiOCHs-p 6 X 3 X 10"® 
: C-sH^CHs-in 6 X 10"^° 5 X 10"® 
:CS^CCH3-O 2 X 10"^  ^:8 X 10"® 
10"^° : 
• ^6^5"" 3 X 10'^ : 7 X 10"® 5 X H
 
O
 1 01 2 X 10~® 
J CgKiCHg—O 3 X 10"^ : 1 nr 10""^  
;CeH4Br-p 2 X 10"=^ °: 
10"^° : t CgXiiC 1—p 1 X 10"^ : 9 X 10~® 
: C^H^Br—m 9 2 10-^ : 
I 9 2; 10"?^  2 X 10"^  
:GeH4Cl-rn 6 X 10"^ : 2 X 10-^ 
10'^  10"^ : iCqH^EOS-P 1 X 10"~^ 4 X 
4 •tr 10"^  ^5 X 10-^ 
:HsIC- :7 X 10"^  9 X 10"^ 2 X 10"® 
10"^ : rCsHiCl-o 9 X X 10-^ 
rCHsCHCl- :2 X 10"3 9 X 10"® 
iHsCBr- :1 X 10"3 1 X 10~^ 3 X 10"® 
tHaCCl- :1 X 10"^  9 X 10" ® 3 X 10"® 
tCelkJTOs-O 1 X icr*^ :6 X 10"® 
tHsCClJOs)- « • 2 X 10-^ 
tCHa-CiC- :3 X 10~3 
:HsC(GK)- :4 X 10"® 
10~® tCsHgOOC- 1 5 X 10"-^  3 X 
rHCCls- :5 X 10" 2 
:I- 8 X 10"^  9 X 10"® 
:Br- r • 1 X 10~=^ 1 X 10"^  o * 
:C1- 1 X 10"® 9 X 10-6 IQ- : 
:CH- ft • 4 X 10-® 
:KOs- » 
• 
2 X 10"^  
• 
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-o / xjo 
Ci fx/C 
-X 0 1 ^ h Z to 
Efectron-sharin^ Ubidtij of va.nous rddiafs. 
Fig. I. Relation beti^een the dissociation con­
stants of different polar deriiratiYes of "various 
radicals. 
the X axis,. The corresponding values for the other derivatives 
of R ^ere then located and a smooth cuive was drawi through 
them. It "^as found that the folloTr?ins aathematical expressions 
held for the dissociation constants of the various polar com­
pounds listed. 
RCKRg.HsO), y = log - 0.75) 
R(COOH), y = log K = 20{e°-®^~ - 0.24) 
Cu 
H(CHsCOOH), y = log = 20{e^5>:-s.6 _ Q.^a.) 
RCGHsCHgCOOH), y = log = 20(e°'^^"'^'® - 0,2^-) 
Since the slope of the ROE curve is questionable, no equation 
has "been derived. 
As was expected from the theoretical considerations, 
none of the curves are erratic. That is to say, the same 
change in R that is expressed "by the spacing of the radicals 
along the axis of abscissae and can be said to cause the pro­
gressive change in the ionization of the amines (RIIHg), is 
also the cause of the equally orderly change in the ionization 
of the acids (RCOOH) and alcohols CROH). One might liirith con­
siderable confidence pass to the general ca,se and say that the 
equilibrium constants for a given reversible reaction of ar^ 
series of compounds is a function of the electron-sharing 
ability of the radicals attached to the central atom or group. 
The above mechanistic view of valence offers a tangible 
explanation of the changes in properties of the compounds 
throughout a series and also gives an explanation of the 
steepness of the curve for the smines, ?/hich have a small 
central group -(LTHs)- compared to the more flat curve for 
the acids -hich have a larger central group , How­
ever the method of determining the electron-sharing ability 
of the radicals is quite independent of such a theory and 
places the radicals, hj an experimental method, in a series 
analogous to the electro-chemical series of the elements. 
I -20-
STATEISENT OF THE PROBLEM 
j 
s The preceding discussion iaas "brought out the follo'wing 
''i 
I points: 
I 1. The radius of an atom must decrease -Bhen an 
1 
electron is remoYed from it, and must increase when 
an electron is added to it. 
2. The radius will tHidergo intenaediate changes 
'i 
i •when an electron is partially removed or partially 
added, as is assumed to be the case in the non-
I polar linkages of atoms. 
8 3. The effect is most laai^ed with the smaller ard. 
I  
}3 more simple atoms. 
4» It is possible to arrange the non-polar organic 
II radicals, R, in a series analogous to the electro­
chemical series of the elements, the order of the 
arrsjigenjent representing the degree of sharing of 
^ the electrons involved in the valence bond. 
I 5- As a conseauence of the above the order in ^ hich 
! 
I • • 
I the radicals are placed must be preserved^  no aatter 
Ts?hat series is investigated. 
The first three points seem to have been fairly well 
established "bj the data already quoted. To test the validity 
of the last tTs?o points is the purpose of the present Ts?ork. 
A series of organo-mercury derivatives was chosen be­
-21-
cause these cospounds;, invol-yins a great variety of radicals 
R, can be easily prepared aiJd offer a central atom, Hg, hav­
ing one valence occupied in a typical non-polar lingake H-Hg, 
and the other in a typical polar linkage %-K03 or Bg-I. 
The experimental part divides itself into five main 
sections: 
A. The preparation of cosipounds used. 
B. Hethods of analysis devised for the analysis of 
pure conpounds and of dilute solutions of these com-
poiinds» 
C. The determination of the ionization constants of 
compounds of the type HHglTOs and HHsCl. 
D. The deterfflinstion of the equilibrium constants for 
the type reaction 2K5sI ±=; RgHs + Hgls-
E. The determination of decomposition voltages and 
decomposition teraperat'ores of compounds of the type 
HHslJOs. 
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i SXPERIMEIirPAL PAST 
i The Preparation of Coini>ounds Used 
i Or?gano-aercuric Halides: 
I Compounds of the type HHgXj, •^There R is metlsyl, etl^ grl, 
. 
;i "benzyl, p-tolyl, and pherryl, and X is CI, Br, or I, 
I Tjere all prepared by means of the Grignard reaction in the 
I way suggested by Marvel, G-aue3±;e and Hill^ ® for the allsyl-ser-
I curic halides. The reactions are illustrated by the follow-
"1 
I ing equations: 
I RX + Ms ^ RMgX 
1 RMgX + HgXs => RHgX + MgXs 
I The reactions are carried out in anhydrous ether. In the 
i first reaction the magnesium i; activated by means of a crys-
I tal of iodine and a few drops of the halide before adding 
I drop-wise the main portion of the halide. During the reaction 
1 
^ the suspension of magnesiujii is stirred vigorously. The second 
M 
I reaction is carried out by adding the halide of aercuiy in the 
form of a fine po^yder to the solution obtained in the first 
reaction. There is usually considerable heat of reaction and 
the mercuric halide met be added in small portions with con­
stant agitation. After the calculated quantity has been 
added and the reaction has been coinpleted the magnesiuni salts 
15, laarvel, Gauerke and Hill, J. Am. Chea. Soc., 47, 
3009 (1925). 
l are dissolved in dilute (5^) acetic acid and the residue con-
I sisting sostly of the organoBer-curic halide is reciystallized 
from alcohol. The ether solution on evaporation yields a 
I I small amount of the pure compound. 
MethYlmereuric nitrate: 
1 To a weighed auantity of AgHOs, a slight excess of 
I I mett l^sercuric iodide is added in ethyl alcohol. After shaking 
I 
I for three hours, or until the filtrate gives no test for Ag 
^ ions, the solution is diluted T7ith three times its voluiae of 
I •c?ater, -sTariaed, and filtered trith suction - best through a 
I Gooch. crucible adapter filled fd-th alternate layers of as-
I bestos and glass ^ool. This removes the silver iodide and the 
excess S!eth3rlinercuric iodide which was thrown out "When the 
water was added. The solution is evaporated by dra'wing a 
stream of air over it, Tsrhile on a ivater bath. It first con­
centrates to a thick oil -c^hich suddenly czystallizes. To ob-
I tain pure, it rrust be recrystallized at least t^s-ice froH 
"??ater, each time concentrating the solution until a crystal­
line mush is obtained, then removing the, mother liquor by ab­
sorption in filter- paper in a press. The crysta,ls are dried 
in vacuo. This -purification reduces the yield very consider­
ably. but gives a pure product that is "EJhitej stable in light, 
strongly deliquescent, and causing painful blisters if ap­
plied to the skin. Samples have been kept for t-^o years with-
;| out becoming discolored. 
I 
I The laelting point, unlike that given in the literature^®, 
I is 59°, olDtained in t^?o independent preparations and con-
i 
a stant through successive recrystallizations* 
I i Anal. Calc. for CHaiisKOs: Hg, 72.26 Found: 72. 
& 72.72. The conductivity in isater checks the values renorted 
•p 
i hj Maynard and Ho^ard^ , thouoh they gave no melting point. 
1 I It is deliquescent and extremely soluble in water. 
1 p 
I Sthvlsercuric nitrate: 
h 
H I This coedouM isas prepared in the same "c/ay as the 
1 methyl- compounds It is less soluble and recrystalliaes 
I Dore easily, giving a better yield. The melting point, not 
I reported by Strecher^® "UTho first prepared it^ is 87°. 
I Anal. Calc. for CsHsHsI'Os: Hg, 68.79 Pound: 68.855 
68.42. Sanples kept for turo jears have not become dis­
colored. Solubility in • j^?ater Is 6.96 g. per L. 
Butylmercuric nitrate. 
This compound is much more difficult to prepare than the 
ethyl- and methyl- compounds. 17 g. n-butyliaei^ curic bromide 
and 10 g. were shaken nith 150 cc. alcohol for 1 hour 
in a long necked flask, to prevent contact with the stopper, 
16. Strecher, Ann., 92, 79 (185^)-
17. Maynard and Howard, J. Ghea. Soc., 123, 960 (1923). 
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theii named sua filtered. Dilution Tfitii 800 cc, water gave 
only an opalescence. 'v?hen concentrated under reduced pres­
sure on a T?s,ter bath, an oil separated v^hen the ^--olusie 
readied 200 cc^ The evaporation was -completed and the oil 
dried by eTaporating 10 cc, portions of alcohol from it and 
finally 10 cc» of ether. On eoolxng, the residue solidified. 
32© melting point, after 5 recrystallisations from ether, was 
39.5-^0° with some preliminary softening. Yield 12 g. 
C H 
Anal. Calcd. for C^Hq HsNOs : 15^02 2784 4t38 y 
Found: 14,80 2.89 4.4A-
Solubility in viater: 0.956 g. per L. 
it -sJas later found better to use exactly equi-sralent 
quantities of butyliaercuric bromide and silver nitrate, and 
after filtering off the silver bromide formed, to evaporate 
the alcoholic solution vTithout diluting •S7ith mter. tPhe 
first solid substance obtained is yellot? in color, and can be 
purified to a certain extent by recrystallizing fron] ether. 
Until this purification and d2?yinsj the preparation is very 
unstable, breaking doTOi to a yelloi? oil and a dark, insoluble 
residue of uercixrj and inorganic mercury salts, exactly as 
happens sore rapidly, T;hen heated to 150°-16C°, It was never 
obtained entirely colorless, always retaining a gray color. 
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Benzylaercuric nitrate. 
This compound is al30ut as difficult to prepare as the 
butyl- compound. If the reaction het j^een the halide and the 
silver nitrate is carried out in alcohol, decomposition of 
the resulting "benzyIsercury nitrate takes place on "tTamilng 
to evaporate the solvent, s. yellow solid, free frora 
carbon, and containing sercuiy (probably a basic sercury ni­
trate) . If a solution of the pre\'iously prepared nitrate in • 
95.^ alcohol is heated to boiling, all the mercury t/ill precip 
itate in the tovra of inorganic compounds. In ether the re­
action bet-$7een the halide and silver nitrate talies place veiy 
slowly. It is best carried out ty dissolving the benzyliser-
curic chloride in ether and the silver nitrate in alcohol and 
mixing the tuo solutions. After shaking for an houj?, filter 
off the precipitated silver halide, and evaporate the solvent 
by TTarming in a crystallizing dish over a small electric hot 
plate within a vacuuis desiccator. 
In this way 11.55 S- benzylaercuric chloride and 5.89 g-
I 4s^3 -^.95 g. AsPl (theoretical 4.97 g.). The resulting 
benzyliaercuric nitrate was a gray crystalline mass. Re-
crystallized 3 times from ether, it gave large pure white 
rhombic needles. Melting point 90-91° with decomposition. 
I Anal • Calcd, for CsHsCHgi^ HOs: Hg 56.71. 
Found: 56.64, 57.05. 
Solubility in water 0.93 g- per L. 
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In spite of all care in prepai^ tion and preservation, the 
compoijnd slo- l^y decosposes and after several months appears 
dark though still crystalline. 
\l 
Para-tolylEercuric nitrate.and phenvlaercuric nitrrte tjere 
prepared in the same "s^ay as those just described. They are 
Yery stahle v/hite solids. 
Solubility in T;?ater at 25'^ ? 
para-tolylnercuric nitrate, 0.2017 s* P<2r L. 
phenylserc'oric nitrate, 0.799 S-
Absolute alcohol. 
The alcohol used -sjas prepared by fractionating through 
a three—bulb distilling head three gallons of 96% alcohol to 
fThich had been added 100 cc, of 50% sulfuric acid, rejecting 
the first and last half gallon. !Oie middle fraction T?as re-
fluzed for t-senty-four hours "Sfith freshly dehydrated linje 
aM distilled. It was then treated fJith a slight excess of 
metallic calciua and again distilled- The conductance of 
'T —S 
such alcohol varies from 3 x 10" to 8 x 10 . The con­
ductance of a 0.05 Eiolal- solution of potassium iodide in such 
alcohol varied from 1.02 x 10"® to 1.15 x 10"^. This vari­
ation has not been accoimted for- It cannot be due to "^ater 
in the alcohol for with a solution "shose conductance Ti?as 1.02 
18. TSiitmore, Organic Com-oounds of Mercury, The Chem­
ical Catalog Co., (1921) pp. 177, 1S4. 
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X 10~®, the addition of 2.5^ water by volume raised the con-
diictance onl3?- to 1»07 x 10""^^ It cannot be due to variations 
of concentration for in preparirjg I500 g- batches, the •sreigh-
ing of the alcohol •Ras accurate to one part in thirty thousand 
and the tfeighing of the potassiiim iodide to one part in fifty 
thousand. These variations in conductance produced no notice­
able variation In the E,.£:.F, of the cells. 
Potassluia iodide. 
A c^p. grade of KI i7as recrystallised once from T(?ater and 
once from alcohol and dried at 200^ for three hours. It ^as 
then pondered and dried again at 200^ for three hours^ 
Mercuric iodide. 
The Eother liquors froQ the purification of potassiuE 
iodide T2?ere added to a saturaiied mercuric ohloride solution 
to precipitate mercuric iodide. The precipitate "E^as washed 
several times by decantation and then boiled with Tsater three 
tiones. It was then dried and distilled.. The yelio"s lustrous 
ciystals^ which soon turn red, ^ere finely po'sdered. 
Conduct ivitv •^ater. 
The water used in prepari33s solutions for conductivity 
ineasureaents was prepared in the usual fi?ay distilling from 
alkaline peisianganate. The specific conductance of the vari­
ous preparations of water came within the limits 1.4 to 3x10""® 
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Methods of Analysis for Mercury in Orp:ano-merciirle 
Halides and Mtrates 
It lias been found more conyenient to decoispose the or­
ganic conipounds •with "bronjine in aqueous solution than to use 
concentrated acids, since the lotjer temperature causes less 
danger of volatilisation of mercury halides. This also 
seryes for the analysis of dilute solutions for -rrhich the use 
of concentrated acids is obyiously impossible. 
In analyzing a solid compound, sufficient sample to giye 
0.25 S* HsS is covered with 100 cc. •E?ater in a flaek provided 
•v?ith a long air condenser connected throu^ a ground glass 
joint. About 5 cc, bromine is added and the flask heated to 
give constant reflux of bromine in the corjdenser, the escap­
ing fuses being removed by a loosely fitting cap connected to 
the "Skater pump. Heating is continued until the excess bro-
laine is eroelled^ the condenser being finally removed the 
last traces of bromine destroyed by a fe^ drops of sodium and 
sulfite solution^^. The decomposition can also be carried 
out -ETithout the use of a condenser, larger quantities of bro--
mine being necessaiy and sone loss of volatile mercury de­
rivatives being possible under such conditions. In case the 
organic radical forms oily broisination products, as in the 
19- Contraiy to statesents in text books, SOg has not 
been found to reduce mercury in solution,, a slight excess of 
HaH^Os doing no hara, A large excess -wili sometimes produce 
some reduction. 
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case of Bai^  arosatic mercury deriiratives, these maj be re-
aoved by filtration throu^ a paper filter, 
/vfter decospositionj the clear colorless solution is 
made inore acid T?ith HCl and saturated with H^S. The precipi­
tate is allo-ffed to settle and the supernatant liquid filtered 
tlirough a Gooch crucible^ The precipitate is then transferred 
to the crucible, •crashed >'5ith itrater, followed by alcohol and 
ether. The crucible is then allo'-ved to stand filled Tiith CSg 
in a saall covered beaker, for at least tno hours to remove 
sulfur. The CSg is then filtered off, the crucible 
Trashed T?ith alcohol and dried at 110°. Eie success of this 
method is indicated 1::^ the data in Table lY. 
Table IV 
:Comnound Sais-Dle H^d Found Hp;S Calculated: 
:C^HgE^Br 0.2283 
0.2551 
0.1580 
0.1763 
0.1574 : 
0.1758 : 
rCHsHslIOs 
« f 1 0,3504 • 0.2736 
0.2935 
0.2307 
0.2936 : 
0-2292 
0.1428 
0*1573 
0.1140 
0.1248 
0.1139 : 
0.1255 : 
tCsHsCHoHsNOs 0.1614 
0.1693 
0.1060 
0.1120 
0.1062 ; 
0.1114 : 
In analyzing a dilute solution, a sample sufficient to 
give 0.2-0,3 S- ^SS is used and treated in the same lifay as 
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above. That ail the mercury Is obtained "by this procedure 
has heen shoisn "by analyzing 100 cc* samples of a dilute solu­
tion of etbylmercurio nitrate, vrhich was prepared "by dissolv­
ing a weighed sai2ple<^ A sample •Reining 1,-5SS2 gv sad-e 
up to 500 cc. and two separate 100 ce. portions "were analyzed* 
The •weights of mercuric sulfide obtained ?<ere 0,2538 g^ and 
0.253c s^, "E^hile the calculated weight is 0.2534 g, 
2he quantitative precipitation of laercury as the sulfide 
is dirficult •Khen iodides are present; Dunning and ?arinholt®° 
report the necessity of removing iodine, i^ Jhile Reinders®^ con­
siders digestion of the precipitated HgS i^th ITHaCI solution 
sufficient to renjove this difficulty. This difficulty -cjas en­
countered in determining mercuric iodide concentration in half 
cells of Hgic in EI solution, which V7ere "being used as refer­
ence cells in the laeasiiresents descri^ bed later; It can 
"be eliminated ty applying a modification of the double precip­
itation method used by Scott®® in separating sjercuric sulfide 
from lead sulfide^. The folloifjlng method •was used to obtain 
the results reported in Table 
A sample of I^Is equivalent to 0,25-0;30 g^ HgS is dis­
solved in 50 cci 0^1 IT 21 solution and treated r '^ith enou^ 
20; Dunning and Farinholt, J; Am; Chea. Soc., 51? 807 
(1929)i 
21; Heinders, Z; physils; Chea;, 32, 4-98 (1900); 
22. Scott, StandaM Methods of Chemical iinalysis, 
4th Ed. (1927) Pi 310. 
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1 M liSH solution just to redissolve the HgS that first pre­
cipitates, Then 1 S HHsNOa solution is added to precipitate 
the HgS. i^ -fter boiling to renjove most of the ammonia, the 
solution is filtered and the precipitate redissolved "by pour­
ing warm KSH solution over the filter. The paper inust be re­
moved and boiled in a small amomt of KSH solution to remove 
the last traces of aercury, the resulting solution being 
filtered into the sanse flask T7ith the first solution,- UHiNOs 
is then added a second time to precipitate the HgS. After 
some digestion, the precipitate is filtered on a Gooch cruci­
ble, washed with Hater and alcohol and allo-wed to stand filled 
Tsith CSg in a small beaker for tv.o hours to remove free sul­
fur. The CSq is then filtered off and the crucible washed 
i7ith alcohol and dried at 110°. 
In analyzing 0.025 molal Hgls solutions in absolute alco­
hol that "Was 0.05 molal in KI, the first precipitate when 
tveighed ?.'as found to be approximately too heavy, -while -when 
reprecipitated the -weight -was found to agree "with that calcu­
lated. In Table V, the first three samples -sfere analyzed by a 
single precipitation. The second t-cro samples of the same solu­
tion -ss:ere analyzed by double precipitation. 
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Ti\BtS 7 
:Analysis of 0.025 molal in Alcohol 0.05 aolal in EI: 
:By sii^ le pre-
: cipitation 
: 1 
; 2 
: 3 
:By double pre-
: citJitat-ion 
: * 4 • 
; 5 
g. Solution 
47.265 
55.108 
65.612 
5S.815 
56.234 
g. H5S Found 
0.2821 
0,3288 
0.3889 
0.3551 
0,3203 
S. HgS Calcd.: 
0.2696 : 
0.3145 : 
0.3742 
0.3554 : 
0.3207 
:/'jnal7sis of piire Ifels? dissol red in 50 cc. 1/10 IJ KI : 
:By double pre-
:cipitation 
: 6 
: 7 
g. Sainple 
0.5000 
0.5000 
g., HgS Found 
0.2556 
0.2554 
S- HgS Caled.: 
0,2559 : 
0.2559 : 
r '^inal-sis of nure CE«iH'sI decontsosed "by aoueous bromine : 
:By double pre-
:cipitation 
8 
: 9 
g. Sample 
0.4000 
0,4000 
g. HgS Found 
0.2712 
0. 2714 
0. H^S Caled.r 
0.2717 : 
0.2717 : 
V  
Tae Deueraination of Ionization Constants of 
CoaDOunds of the Type RHgKOyi and RHrCI 
In extending the generalisation pointed out in the 
Theoretical Discussion, page 18^ to the organic derivatives 
of mercury, a general reaction was sought which t?ould permit 
a comparison of the radicals. Conductivity determinations 
were selected as the isost rapid and convenient measurements 
for a prelisinaiy e^camination of this field, though it was 
ohvious that such data could not be used to calculate ac­
curately free ener^ of ionization. Salts of the type RRgKOs 
l^ rdrolyse in 'Efater, their aqueous solutions being acid to 
-litmus. The extent of this effect could be calculated if the 
basic strength of the corresponding hydroxides Tjere Imotm or 
could be estimated.. Furthermore, the reaction: 
2 RHgX RsHg + HgXs (I) 
kncsn to take place with the halogen derivatives, "crould be 
espected to occur •with the nitrates* The conductance in this 
case - "would be the sum of the conductances of the unchanged 
H^JOa and of the Es('i^ Q) ^ formed. As R increases in nega­
tivity from the methyl to the nitrate radical, i.ei, as ^e 
change from CHgHglfOs throu^ a series of more negative radi­
cals to NOsHgHOg, the ionization "slll change progressively 
froaj EHg"'" -4- KO3 to R" + Hg^"*" •¥ UOs". There is no evidence 
to indicate that this latter type of ionization Tjould take 
place with phei^ laercurlc nitrate, -^Jhich is the nearest ap-
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proacb. %o tMs extreme in the compounds investigated. For 
the aliphatic compounds, the princips.1 ions are kno^wn to be 
and HOg" from the electrolytic isolation of the free radi­
cal BHg SrauB®®, and it' is significant that the eorrespond-
ing aromatic radicals could not be isolated. 
If the generalization mentioned earlier is correct, the 
baisic strength of compounds of the type EHgOH, TJhich governs 
the degree of ig '^drolysis of the salts, should change from radi' 
cal to radical in-the series in an orderly vaj, resulting in 
an augmentation or diminution of the relative differences be­
tween the various salts. Like??ise the extent of Reaction I 
should be an orderly function of the radicals and should have 
the satne orderly effect on the conductivity aeasureaents^"® * 
The conductance measurements •would then be a seasure of all 
of these effects. 
%udv of the Hitrates in Aqueous Solution. 
The compounds were prepared as previously described and 
were very carefully reciystallized and analysed for purity 
iissediately before use^ 
The liznited solubility of the compounds " i^th the larger 
organic radicals necessitated the measuraitent of solutions 
as dilute as 0.0001 molar^ Although this dilution 7;ould in-
. 23* Kra.us, J. Mi. Chem, Soc., 35, 1732 (1913) • 
24. This is proven for the compounds HHgl, in the fol-
lo'i?ring section. 
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troduce considerable error, the results serre for comparative 
purposes.. The values for the conductance at infinite dilu­
tion vrere obtained ty Washhurn' s®® method of extrapolation. 
The molecular- conductances at various dilutions and the 
ionization constants, for the organo-mercuric nitrates in 
1 aqueous solution are reported in Table VI. 
I 
I i 
i 
T/iBLE VI 
Conductances of Orp:anic-aercuric IMitratea 
T. = 25^. Specific Conductance of T?g.ter 1.4 to 3x10"^ 
• 
• 
;Methyl-
:mercuric 
rnitrate 
c ^ .01077 .00539 .00269 -00134 .00067 .00034 
/ic ^  123.5 126.7 133.0 140.5 146.8 152.8 
KxlO"® 29.2 17.4 11.5 9.0 7.47 7.95 
159 i 
:Sthyl-
:mercuric 
rnitrate 
c .014-75 .00738 .00369 .00184 .00092 .00046 
/<£ 111.5 117.0 120.3 126.0 131.8 137.5 
KxlO"*® 56.4 23.8 14.4 10.0 7.2 7.0 
146 
rButyl-
imercuric 
rnitrate* 
c .00191 .00143 .00107 .00081 .00060 .00025 
Ac 126.2 128.5 132.2 137.0 141.2 157.0 
2sl0-3 2.8 2.2 1.9 1.7 1.5 1.2 
185 : 
tBenzyl-
tmercuric 
r nitrate 
c .00263 .00131 .00066 .00033 .00016 
A 135.0 147^ 0 160.0 174.0 187.0 
K3C10~® 3.6 2.7 2.1 1.9 2.2 
200 r 
:XJ-Tolyl-
tmercuric 
rnitrate 
c .00057 .00043 .00032 .00024 
A 74.4 . 77.5 81.5 83.7 
KxlO~® 1.5 1.4 1.5 1.4 
9 6 ;  
rl^ henyl-
:mercuric 
rnitrate 
c .00128 .00064 .00032 .00016 
A . "99.0-120.0 139.0 155.0 
KxlO 8.6 8.6 8^ 5 8.6 
180 : 
# Co33parea favorably with data by Maynard and Ho"E7a2:^^ . 
^ The birtylmerciiric nitrate remained grey in color and 
j could not be further purified. These values are accordingly 
1 approximations only. 
25- Washburn, J. iiin. Chem. Soc., 40, 122 (1918). 
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A comparison of the apparent dissociation constants for 
like concentrations of these coopounds is given in Table VII. 
The constants for the corresponding acids, ^HCOOHj and ainines 
PJSHsHgO are included. It •srill "be seen that although the high­
ly dissociated aliplmtic aercury derivatives have a K that 
varies i^ rith concentrationj. st-ill the values are in the same 
order at all dilations as- are the values of the corresponding 
acids and amines. These relations are shonn graphically in 
Figure II, 
TxIBLE VII 
Coaparison of PhYSical Constants as Measured 
By Conducti\'-ity Methods for the Type 
Com-Qounds HCOOH and HHrfMpH 
: CoEipo-
:sition 
Value ofK for: Comparative values of K for : 
RH^Os at concentrations: : 
:o.f R R-5Ho R. COOH ,00195S .00097M .OOO^QM O.OM : 
:CRs- 5x10'^  1x10""^ IzlO"^ 8x10"® 7x10"" 7x10"® : 
rCsHg- 5x10"^ 1x10"^ lxlO~2 7x10"® 7xl0"3 7x10"® ; 
ifr 
5x10"^ 1x10"® 3x10"® 2x10"® 1x10"^ 1x10"® : 
iCsHsOHs- 2sl0"® 5x10""® 5x10"® 2x10"^ 2x10"® 2x10"® • 
ip—C3^C0d[4— 
:CsJI6-
-9 2x10 ^ 
3x10'^  
5x10"® 
7x10"® 
Not sol­
uble 
Not sol­
uble 
Hot sol­
uble 
8x10"^ 
1x10"® 
8x10"'" 
1x10"® : 
8x10"^ ; 
7^  See statement as to purity. 
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Hk* 
K 
•sj 
c: 
Vo 
-8 / * /O 
/ X/0 
RHoNO. 
• 
•sr 
KCOOH 
1 
1 ! 
Ovj 1 ! 
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•-i> 
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C; 
1 
1 
1 =C 
1 1 
T\ ^ 
M 
1 
Eisctron-shiring ubijit^ of vd-rioas ndiculs 
Fig, II. Relation •bet:^een the dissociation con­
stants of some organoinerc-uric nitrates, acids and 
asiines. 
study of tlie titrates and Chlorides 
in Alcoholic Solutions, 
In the studj of alcoholic solutions, it Ti»as hoped that 
ionization constants could "be obtained imaffected hy hydrolysis. 
The Hieasuresaents on three compounds of the type HHsKOa and three 
of the type HHgCl in absolute alcohol and in fixtures of alcohol 
aad ^ater, ^ere aade to test this possibility. conductances 
T?ere very low, indicating an extremely low degree of ionization, 
The vari-tion bet •ween members of the series -eyas so slight that 
the method ^?as considered inadequate for the desired purpose. 
The alcohol used was prepared by fractionating from dilute 
sulfuric acid and then repeatedly distilling from fresh lime 
until the specific conductance fell i^ ithin the limits 2 x lO"'^  -
8 X lO" , A dilute solution (0.05 molal) of potassium iodide 
in this alcohol had a specific conductance of 1,05 x 10~°, -while 
a 0.0535 molal solution of metl^ lmej^ curic iodide has a specific 
conductance of only 2.9 x 10~®, and a 0.0528 molal solution of 
7 
methylmercuric chloride only 5*8 x lO" , 
The conductances are recorded in Table 71II. The rate at 
•5?hich the molecular conductance increases at . high dilutions 
indicates that complete ionization is not approached even in 
O.OCOl molar solutions. 
On adding ^ater to an alcohol solution of these compounds, 
the conductance is increased slightly for small quantities of 
T!7ater, but very greatly for larger quantities. The conductance 
-RO­
table ¥111 
Molecular Conductances of Some QT^no-mercnTle Nlurates 
and Cnlorides In Absolute Alcohol. ? = 
CeHeHslIOa, 
c :0.iJ1262 
yUC t 6» 05 
0,00631 
• 8.2? 
O.CO3155 
11.38 
0.001578 
16.05 
0.000789 
22.70 
O.COO394 : 
32.2 : 
1 
CQHSCHSHSIIOS 
c :0.004551 
Ao: 11.5 
• 
0.002265 
18.4 
0.001132 
29.9 
0.000566 
36.4 
0.000283 
38.9 
0.000141 : 
41.1 ; 
; 
i e 
CsHsHglTOa 
c :0.006416 
/ c ;  8 . 3 4  
• 
0.003208 
9.85 
0.001604 
11.78 
0.000802 
14.85 
0.000401 
18.4 
CHsHsCl 
c : 0.04194 
/ c :  0 . 0 1 6 2  
• 
0.02097 
0.0200 
0.01048 
0.0258 
0.00524 
0.0324 
0.001 
0.18 
CeHsCHsHgCl 
c :0.001 
y^c:0,i5 
• 
i 
CsHgKsCl 
c :0.005 
/ffcrO.154 
0.0025 
C.I59 
0.001 
0.300 
0.0005 
0.438 
•i — I  , , , .  . I ,, 
1 
i c = aois per liter. 
in 20 T l^ume-percent alcolaol is aore than fifty times as great 
as in absolute alcolaol. The fixtures of alcohol and water •ffere 
prepared iDy introducing into a iroluaetric flask a quantity of ab­
solute alcohol from a pipette calibrated to deliver a snomL 
Toluse of alcohol, and then filling tlie flask to the sark 
with water* The resulting mixture "sas then used in preparing 
0.001 molar solutions of the organo-sercurlc chlorides. The 
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, 
molar conductance in absolute alcohol and mixtures of alcohol 
and water are reported in TaLle IX^ 
TP31M IX 
Molecular Gonductances of 0.001 Molar Solutions of 
I Some Qr^ano-mercuric Chlorides in -AlDSolute 
1 Alcohol and in Alcohol-vaster Mixtures 
Yol'jse % Alcohol 100 80 60 40 20 
CH3HSGI 0.18 C.70 • 2,15 4,1 9.0 
CsHsCHsHgGl 0.15 0,73 1.5 3.4 8.5 
CeHsHgOl 0.30 : 1,22 2.55 
Specific con­
ductance of 
solvent 
8sl0~® 2x10""'^  6x10"'^  -7 9x10 U2X10"'® 
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The Determination of the Eaullibrl-mn Constsnts 
for the Type Hea.ction 2RHp;I ^ RgEfe 4-
2he preceding conductance data indicate that the ioniza­
tion of the organo-mercuric nitrates in ^ater can "be corre­
lated T7lth the dissociation constants of the corresponding or­
ganic acids and amines as was to tie expected if the concepts 
of valence znentioned in the theoretical discussion are correct, 
The ionization iralues of the organo^mercuric nitrates can not 
he used to calculate free energy of ionization due to incident 
acid hydrolysis and variation of the ionization constant with 
dilution. To obtain data which can he used to calculate free 
energy relationships and therefore interpreted in terms of 
chemical affinity, a study of the reversible reaction, 
2 HBgl RgHg + Hglg (I) 
•E?as undertaken. 
This reaction is general for the organo-iaercuiy halides 
and the fact that it is used for the preparation of either 
the compounds of type HHgl or HsHg froa the other, demon­
strates its reversibility. The reaction tends to go to the 
left with the aliphatic coEpounds and the complete removal 
of the mercuric iodide by reducing agents is necessary for 
the preparation of the dialkyl mercury compounds from the 
corresponding al^ lmercury halides. With the aromatic laer-
cury derivatives the reaction is easily carried to the right. 
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Sie removal of the mercuric halide "bj formation of the com­
plex compound 7?ith potassiuss halide "being sufficient for the 
preparation of some diaromatic mercury derivatives froa the 
corresponding aroaatic mercury halides. 
These relationships •srhich sugs^st a correlation r/ith 
the positlvfeiy and negativity of the organic radicals, can 
be more i^ adily observed if the luercurlc iodide is qualita­
tively detenuined in the alcoholic solutions by means of di-
phergri carbasjide. This compound has been suggested by 
Skinneras a reagent for detecting mercui^ , a blue color be­
ing formed - i^th veiy slightly basic solutions of mercury salts, 
a blue precipitate sloi^ ly foming as the solutions stand. In 
alcoholic solutions of the alleyIntercuric iodides, the blue 
color is very faint, its intensity increasing sloT?ly on stand­
ing. Ti'ith bensylaercuric iodide, the color develops quite 
quiclcly "Shile T7ith the tolyl- and phenylmercuric iodides, the 
color appears iiUH-ediately on adding the reagent. The radi­
cals are mentioned in the order of the dissociation constants 
of their amines and carboxylic acids and these color tests 
would indicate the saiue order in the formation of mercuric 
iodide according to reaction I-. This colorinetric method was 
found inadequate for the accurate detenai22ation of the con-
26. Skinner, J. Chem. Soc,^ 53, 551 (1888). 
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c-«ntratlon of laerctiric iodide sicce the compound foraed with 
diphenyl csrbazide soon precipitates displacing reaction I to 
the right. Also,, the bis-orsanosercuric compounds produce 
C37 
colored coinpounds isith the reagenf" . These red shades of 
color interfere wiuh the accurate estimation of the "blue color 
produced the isercuric halide. In veiy dilute solutions the 
blue conjpound does not precipitate and in such a case the re­
action can be reversed by adding a large e:s:cess of the type 
compound RsHg "Kith resulting decrease of the blue color. 
The equilibriuia represented by Equation I is so labile 
that the use of precipitating reagents for the deteisiination 
of the concentration of the constituents is out of the 
question. Since the HgHs compounds do not ionize to foCT the 
free mercory ion, as evidenced by the failure of hydrogen sul­
fide to precipitate mercuric sulfide from their solutions ^ and 
since the conpounds have been sh0T?n to be very slightly 
ionised., it seemed probable that the concentration of the mer­
curic iodide in the equilibrium could be determined by con­
centration cell methods. Preliminaiy ezperiiaents -asing 0..05 
molal alcoholic potassium iodide as solvent, shovjed that repro-
d.ucible voltages could be obtained when IcnoTm solutions of 
compounds V?ere leeasured against a solution of Hgla in 
cells of the tsTpe, 
27* Fiegel and Lederer,. Monatsh., 45, 115-32 (l924). 
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Hs Hsio 0.005M 
s:i 0.G5 M 
2 HHgl RsHs Hglg Hg 
EI 0.05 M 
(Equation II) 
Furthersore, identical voltages could "be obtained quite in­
dependent of •whether the organo-sercury cell was made up by-
adding RHgl OP equivalent quantities of RsHg and I^Is accord­
ing to Equation I. This experiment quantitatively demon­
strates the reversibility of the reaction represented by 
Equation I. 
As indicated above, it seems probable that no appreciable 
voltage would be exerted bet-ween RHgl and Hgo or bet-i-^een RsHg 
and Hgjj, Acco2?dingly, the voltage of the organo-inercury half-
cell in Satiation II has been inteii^ reted as due tc the concen-
of Hgig only. Concentration cells of the type 
Hg iigis 
EI 0.05M 
Hgis Cg 
KI 0.05M Hg Souation III. 
have been aeasured to determine the relationship between con­
centration of Hgis and voltage. This. 2?elationshlp has then 
been used to translate the voltag&s obtained in the organo-
mercury cells of Equation II into concentrations of Hglo. 
Kno-ffing the total concentration of organic sercury added and 
the concentration of laercuric iodide at equilibriuSj the con­
centration of all the members in Equation I can be calculated 
and the equilibrium constant for the various compounds de­
rived. In the experisental studies reported, all solutions 
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T7ere made in absolute alcohol 0.05 molal in potassium iodide. 
The reference cell -was in all cases 0,05 molal in potassium 
iodide and 0.005 molal in mercuric iodide. 
Apparatus and Method. 
The potenticneter used "^as a Leeds and llorthrup tjpe S. 
•s?ith galvanometer 2500-1? "J i^th lamp and scale at 1 meter- The 
standard cell (Yveston) arsi the concentration cells -were Icept 
in an air thei^ tostat -raith teisperature controlled to 25® i. 0.1. 
The half-cells TOre a modification of the type used in this 
ps laboratory in the studies on pota-ssium and sodiiE: amalgaias. 
At the "besinnins of the work a great deal of trouble vias 
experienced in getting satisfactory Deasureinents, due to con­
densation of moisture on the cells and consequent leakage of 
current. This 'ffas especially true in "warm "weather. This 
trouble was entirely eliminated by the cell construction 
shOTTn in Figure III. All supports are of glass sufficiently 
far reinoved from metallic contacts to Insvre proper insu­
lation. In use the tips of t-wo such cells are put together. 
The solutions join and drop froia the tips into a beaker tall 
enough to surround both cells and covered a card through 
which the cells pass. 
The electroiaotive force is independent of the flow of 
the solutions for all rates greater than tTK> drops per 
28. Bird and Hixon, J, PI^ ^s.. Ghem* , 
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Fig. III» Cell construction; A, capillsjiry 
tube; B, slass; C, psraffined «oo5.; D, glass 
rod; B, rubtier. 
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second. At -vevy lo-s 3?ates (one drop per second or less) the 
electromotive force "becomes erratic but returns to a steady 
reproducible value on increasing the rate beyond t'^ o drops 
per second, 
The resistance across t^ o such half-cells is approxi­
mately 4C,C00 ohms "When filled \7ith alcohol 0*05 isolal in 
potassium iodide. This high resistance forbids the use of 
the usual half-cells ^ i^th long narroi? limbs, vhen itorking 
mth dilute alcoholic solutions. 
§lectroEotive Force of Mercuric 
Iodide Concentration Cells. 
In the stvdj of cells of the type shorn in Equation III, 
the concentration of mercuric iodide was varied from 0.0005 
molal to saturation. In the absence of netallic mercury, an 
absolute alcohol solution 0.05 aolal in potassium iodide ^7ill 
be 0.1136 solal in mercuric iodide when saturated TJlth this 
salt. If metallic aercury is added, reduction taires place 
"SJith the precipitation of mercurous iodide until the concen-
ti^ tion is lo"^ered to 0.05101 mols.1. If a solution is pre­
pared from rsercurous iodide, the concentration is 0.05101 
molal (Hgls) saturation. At all concentrations of raercuric 
iodide lower than 0.05100 njolal, no measurable reduction t^ es 
place as evidenced by the constancy of the -sreisht of a globule 
of Hercuiy placed in it. It is to be expected that an equi-
—i}.^ —• 
Iil3riui2 T?ill alT7ays esist Isetween mercupic and mercurous io­
dides in the presence of metallic mercury, "but the amount of 
the mercurous iodide in solution is too lois? to he detenained. 
For this reason, in all the cells of this study, the mercury 
say he considered to he entirely in the higher valence fora. 
With all cells using solutions helo'w saturation, a defi­
nite reproducible (to ±_ 0*0002 volts) E.K.P, obtained ira-
aediately after solution was effected  ^ l?ith the saturated 
solutions, the voltage of the cell. 
Hglg 0,0051 
KI 0.05M 
Hglg sat, 
KI O.O5M Hs 
•becomes approximately -0^229 after fifteen days but could not 
be checked within five aillivolts  ^
The E.K.F. of the cells measured are reported in Table X. 
The second column, headed "number of cells",, gives the number 
of tines the cells were prepared from entirely hb-tj solutions  ^
The E-LI.?, of each individual cell isas measured at inte2rvals 
over a period of time ranging from two days to one months At 
least t-Ro reference cells ^ere maintained at all times for 
checking. 
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•V /V TiiBLE 
E.M.F, of Alcoholic Concentration Cells of the Trrje: 
Hs Hgls KI 
0.005 
0,05 
Hglo C 
KI 0.05 Hs 
c No. of cells E.M.F. Esx. Variation: 
: 0.025 5 -i-0.04850 +0.0002 • 
: 0.010 5 -{-0.01455 +0,0001 : 
: 0.0025 2 -0.01150 +0.0001 : 
: 0.0010 2 -0,02260 +0.0002 ; 
: G.OCO5 2 -c.02905 +0.00C1 : 
The z l^ationship "betv^een Toltage and concentration of 
Hglg is represented gp^aphically in Figure 17. It is evident 
that the relation l>etT/een E and In ^  is far from linear. It Cs 
is interesting to note that by plotting the data of M. S. 
29 Sherrill for mercuric iodide in aqueous potassium iodide 
(IM) the sane type of curve is obtained* 
of Cells Containln^a; Organo-mercuric Iodides. 
The solutions for the organo-mercuric iodide half-cells 
were prepared "by adding to the alcoholic potassiuns iodide the 
calculated amount of the organo-mercuric iodide, or equivalent 
quantities of the "bisorgano-nercuric compiound and mercuric io­
dide, With the higher concentrations., the amount of sercuric 
iodide present t^ hen equilihriua is reached is sufficient to 
29- Sherrill, Z, piiysils:, Chem., 43 , 731 (1903). 
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ZJ AS IS LI .1 -.3 0 +.3 .6 .9 /-i 
.DOS 
Fig, IT. Relation betvyeen S.EI»P. az  ^
for mercuric iodide concentration cells in ab­
solute alcohol. 
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give a characteristic greenish yellow tint to the solutions. 
The of the organo-siercuric iodide half-cells against 
the reference aercuric iodide half-cell as shovjn in Squation 
II "Was deterained. difficulties i^ ere encountered in oT>-
taining electromotive force measui^ sents reproducible to 
+ 0.0003 volt over a period of from two to twelve days with 
ai^  of the compounds except methylmerciiric iodide, "shich is 
discussed helow as a special case. 
Frorn the measured the concentration of aercuric 
iodide in the cells was found firois the curve. Figure I¥. From 
this, and the initial concentration of the orgsno-mercuric coe-
pound, the concentrations of all the constituents of Reaction 
I were calculated. These data, "With the equilibrium constants 
aM free ener/ty calculated from theia, are presented in Table 
n. 
Irre.ggilarities of the Methvliaercuric Iodide Cells. 
Solutions of sethylmercurie iodide in alcoholic potassixan 
iodide deposit small quantities of metallic laercury on stand­
ing at 25 .^ After one T^eet, the aiaount deposited is very 
noticeable and during this time the E.SI.F* of the cell changes 
slo"E?ly in the direction of increasing concentration of mercur­
ic iodide, Sals change is not complete in two weeks. 
i Sias, a cell of 0.06 molal meti^ lmercuric iodide had an 
i 
I initial voltage of 0.0027> two days later the E.M.F* was 
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TABLE XI 
Study of the Reaction 2RHp;I RpHp; from E,M.F. 
Measurements of Concentration Cells of the Type: 
Hgle .005M 
KI .0^  
HHGL — 
KI .05^  
RgHg + Hgig Gx 
HS 
: HHgl 
; Cone. 
S in milli­
volts 
Mas. 1-lin, 
HgXg Cf 
Average 
HKgl 
Average 
K-
(Rj>Rg) ( HKIj s )  calcd.: 
 ^ t 
(Rfiglj'^  
tCHg-
: 0.06 
: 0.03 
W: 
-5-2.7 . 
-11.5 
.00575 
.0025 
.0485 
.025 
1.4xl0~® 
lxlO~= 
-2540 Av.: 
-2710 -2620: 
:CSH5-
: 0.02 
: 0.02593 
-19.6 -19.3 
-16.4 -16.0 
.00134 
.00174 
.01732 
.02245 
5.97x10"® 
67a0""3 
-3020 Av.: 
-3030 -3020: 
:C I^^ -
: 0.02 
: 0.02 
: 0.025 
: 0.03 
-23.0 -22.8 
-23.0 -22.8 
-19^6 -19.4 
-18.1 -18.0 
.000983 
.000983 
.00133 
.00149 
.01803 
,01803 
.02234 
.02702 
2.97^cl0~° 
2,97x10"® 
3.54X10"2 
3.04x10-3 
-3430 : 
-3420 Av.: 
-3330 -3390: 
-3420 ; 
: 0.01 
: 0.01 
-11.0 -10,9 
-11.4 -11.3 
.00258 
.00252 
.00^84 
.00496 
2,84x10"  ^
2.58x10"  ^
-742 Av.: 
-800 -768 : 
:CHSCSH4-
: 0.0025  ^
: 0.0025 
: 0.003 
-25.4 -25.3 
-26.0 -25.9 
-22.7 -22.6 
.00078 
.00073 
.0010 
.00094 
.0010 !^-
.0010 
6.9x10-  ^
4.92zl0"2. 
10sl0~2. 
-219 Av.: 
-418 -212 : 
: 
iCgHs- + 
r 0.001 
: 0.001 ^  
: 0.0025 
; 0.0025 
; 0.0035  ^
t 0.0035 
•-
-36.8 -36.4 
-36.8 -36.4 
-25.4 -25.3 
-25.5 --25.1 
-20.6 -19.9 
-20.5 -19.9 
.00078 
.00078 
.00122 
.00122 
4  
.00094 
.00094 
.00106 
.00106 
» 
6.9 :^10"  ^
13.2x10"  ^
13i:2xl0"  ^
-219 : 
-219 Av.: 
+164 -28 : 
+164 : 
di-Initial Toltage of these cells is given due to slow de­
composition of compound. 
+ Cell prepared from equivalent quantities of HgHg and 
Hgle, reported concentration calculated on "basis of ifflgl. 
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0.0062, and at the end of ten days the S^E.F. "was 0,0158. Be­
cause of this change J only the initial value s of the , of 
the cells containing methylmercuric iodide are included in 
Table Xi. 
The nethyliaercuric iodide is the only compound studied 
that has "been found to decompose at 25° within the usual time 
of observation. Samples of all the solutions have "been kept 
for two months -without any visible separation of mercuzy and 
the original compound ^7as removed and identified (ly melting 
point) after evaporation of the alcohol and removal of po­
tassium iodide tJith i5ater. Ho'5?ever, after six months at room 
temperature, solutions of ethylmercuric iodide 'Esere found to 
have deposited minute quantities of mercury, and solutions of 
"benzylmercuric iodide had deposited mercury in quantity suf­
ficient to "be easily observed in the flasks. 
This decomposition can be brou t^ about quickly with all 
the compounds studied "by heating them to 130^-160° in a satu­
rated alcoholic potassium iodide solution in sealed tubes. 
The literature®® reports that dibenzylmerctxry, •E?hen decomposed 
•fcy heat, yields metallic mercuiy and dibenzyl. This can be 
represented by the equation, 
HgBg —' R—R + Hg Equation 
In an alcoholic potassium iodide solution of an organo-mer-
30. Whitmore, Organic Compounds of Mercury, The Chemical 
Catalog Co. 1921, p,l85. 
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ciiric iodide this -would "be a secondary reaction added to the 
reaction shomj in Equation I or the cora'bined equations could 
he -written. 
The fonaation of metallic mercuiy and a l^ gdrocarhon would ren­
der this reaction irreversihle and if allowed to go com­
pletion, one-half of the mercury in the organo-sercuric iodide 
should separate as metallic mercury* This conclusion was 
tested hj heating 4-.8296 g. benzylmercurlc iodide in alcoholic 
potassiuiD iodide to 16G° for two hours in a sealed tuhe. The 
metallic laercury liberated weired l»15A-2 g. ishich is within 
0.3  ^of the theoretical. according to Equation V, 
Hethyl23ei*curie iodide shows the shortest time factor for 
this aide reaction of any of the compounds studied. The 
constancy of K calculated for Equation I from E»S[.F, measure­
ments on cells of Tarying concentration would indicate that 
even in this case, the speed of the side reaction is so slow 
that a reliable measure of the concentrations of the first 
equilibrium can be obtained. 
The data presented in Table XI show that K is inde-
pend t^ of concentration o^^er the range of dilutions employed, 
with the possible exception of the cells containing tolyl- and 
phejaylaercuric iodides. Even in these cases the variation in 
2 EEgl RsHg + Hgis 
Rs Bs 
Equation V. 
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S.M^F,. equivalent to the variation of K is only volts 
Tfelch is not much greater than the actual eroeriaental eorror. 
The marked variations in S. produced hy such slight variations 
in S.M.P. results from the flatness of the curve in Figure IV 
from which the concentration of Hglg is determined ani fros 
the smallness of the concentration of RHgl, "shich enters the 
denominator in the calculation of E. The cells cannot "be 
measured at hi^ er coricentrations so as to employ tlB part of 
the curve "with greater slope, due to the limited solubility of 
these compounds. 
In all of this •work.the electromotive force has been in­
terpreted as being due to and a measure of the concentration 
of laercuric iodide resulting fros the reaction represented in 
Equation I. This assumption seems Justified in viet? of the 
approsiEate constancy of K -ffith varying concentrations. As 
the series "were extended to the more negative radicals, cos-
pounds -would be reached •which •sould not form an unionizable 
•f. 
radical RHg , This would be expected in the case of the ex­
tremely negative i^ adicals such as -HO3 or -CI. Such compounds 
as UOsHgi or ClHgl, if obtainable, ^^ould undergo reaction I 
to give 
2 HOaHgl Hs(SOa)s + Hgls 
and in such a case both of the products of the reaction, as 
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^ell as the initial compound IIOsHgl, isould "be expected to 
contribute to the total of the cell containing this 
equiliDrium mixture. As mentioned earlier, it does not seem 
likely that anj of the organo-mercuric iodides or bisorgano-
mercujy compounds used in this xiork -could contribute measur­
ably to the 2-2'.:,F.of the cells thou  ^even a slight effect of 
this kind might be a factor influencing the change in K •^rith 
dilution, found t^ 'ith the cells usins tolyl- and phei^ ln-ercuric 
iodides. 
If these conclusions be true, one would espect that the 
Eore negative radicals in the series, such as KOq, CI, Br, 
TSfould cause Heaction I to proceed even sore completely to the 
right. This is supported by the •work of Eeinderssx on mixed 
halides of raercuiy. 
IThe curves used in the theoretical discussion for shosring 
the relationship betiseen the dissociation constants of the HKHa 
and RCOOH derivatives are reproduced in Figure V. Since the 
equilibriuEi constants K derived In Table XI are found to plot 
a saooth curve in Figure T, it Is apparent that these isathe-
matical relationships can also be extended to the type deriva­
tives RHgl and RgHg. The approximate ionization constants 
for the BHglOs derivatives as reported in the preceding paper 
have also been plotted in Figure V to show that the laathe-
matical relationship can be extended to cases in tjhich the 
cheEical factors do not permit the calculation of free energy. 
-5?a-
K C Q O H  
/• 
3 1 0 10 •1 
Eiectron-shurivj ibc/it^ of vnrioas ndicil^ g 
?iS» T. Relation l>et??een tlie ecuilicrluin con­
stants for ttie reaction, 
2 HHgx . / RgHg + HgXg 
and the ionizatlan constants of tlie type cos-
pouads HHsHGa, RCOCH, 
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The Seteraiaatlon of Becoisposi'tion ypltiS-Res of 
ComToounds of the Tyne HHgiHO  ^
IvheneTrer' an external electromotive force is applied "be­
tween electrodes of an inert metal such as platinum iamersed 
in a solution of an electrolyte, the positive ions of the 
electrolyte migrate toisrard the cathode and the negative ions 
to the anode* If the positive ions lose their charges by re-
ceiTing an electron froia the cathode they say plate out on 
the cathode.. In case this happens the cathode is no longer 
inert toiKard the solution and assusres a cliaracteristic electro­
motive force due to the material that has.plated out tending 
to redissolve.. The will be affected similar con­
ditions at the anode. If the negative ion is the same for all 
members of a series of compounds the E.E.P. at the anode should 
be the same for all^  and arg- variations in the measured E.M.F« 
should be due to differences in the material that deposits on 
the cathode. There are some confusing factors in the deter­
mination of decomposition voltages but in general, for solu­
tions of metallic salts, the voltages are fairly consistent 
With the order of the metals in the electro-chemical series. 
it has been found by Eraus®® that the radicals EHg, where 
B is aliphatic, can exist in the free state and have metallic 
properties. He prepared methyl-, ethyl- and propylmercuiy by 
electrolyzing the chlorides in liquid aianionia. From this one 
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might e:^ ect that the free radicals EHg co-aid "be arranged in 
a series analogous to the electro-chemical series of the aetals  ^
provided suf fie lent Ijr accurate determinations of the deconpo-
Bition "voltases of compounds of the type RHgEOa can "be made. 
The apparatus used was similar to that used 07 JleT^heriy®  ^
in his studies of overvoltage, 
A cell (D, Figure VI) is connected by neans of a commu­
tator to t7.'o separate potentioneters (A and B). The Toltage 
fros source B is nm through the cell during one-half of each 
revolution of the coiiniutator and electrolyses the solution. 
During the other half of each revolution, the electrodes are 
connected through a galvanometer (G-) "R-ith the potentiometer 
(A) "^rhieh is so adjusted that no current flo^sffs. Tliis latter 
potentiometer measures the iDacis: voltage of the electrodes in 
the cell (d). The coEinutator is rotated frors lOCO to 3^ 00 
r.p.i3. and the rapid impulses throu  ^ the galvanometer give 
it a steady deflection unless the potentiometer (A) exactly 
balancec the "back voltage. 
The cell used is illustrated in Figure "VII. , The elec­
trodes are platinum vAres 1/2 ain. in diaseter and 1/2 ns]. long. 
The solution is circulated rapidly "by irieans of a propeller, 
to prevent changes in concentration at the electrodes. Ho 
difference "^as observed tyhen the electrodes sho^n ^ere re­
placed platinum plates 1 cm* square and 5 222. apart^  
51 • f^ewbeny , J, Chem, Soc, ,105 , 2^19 (191^)-
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In determining the deconposition voltage of an electro­
lyte the cell is filled with the solution and tvhile stirring 
rapidlj the circuit CB) is adjusted to apply a certain lav 
voltage to the cell« During half of each revolution of the 
conrmutator the 'bacis voltage is "balanced against the circuit 
(A), which is adjusted till the galvanoaeter gives no dif-
flection. For each value of the elesctrolysing voltase (B) 
the cell offers a definite "hack electromotive force iJhich is 
easily reproducible and constant over long periods (30 ainutes) 
of continuous operation. The voltage (A) increases i^th B un­
til the decomposition voltage is reached, vitien A ceases to in­
crease or increases much less rapidly* It is convenient to 
plot the difference B-A as ahscissae against A as ordinates. 
In Figure YIII are given these data for silver nitrate and 
for copper sulfate in "water solution. For the latter the 
curve has reached a aaxinnzm "Krhen the "baclj: E.E.?, is 1,50-1,54, 
which agrees well •with the decomposition potential (lAS) ob­
tained Ipj Le Blanc® .^ For the forner the laasisuiii cou-es at 
Oi.92 T;?hile Le Blanc gives 0v70  ^ Measuresents 3ade upon the 
ethyl^ , bensyl-i and phenylsercuric nitrates in alcoholic 
solution v;ere much less satisfactoiy. The data are shown 
in Figure IX, 
32V Le Blanc, Z, physil:. Ghem,S, 39 (1891)-
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Pig, VI, IDisgram of clrcuiu nsed for iseasuring 
decomposition voltage. 
Fig. VII. Diagraia of .cell used for measuriiis de­
composition voltage. 
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Eie voltages are much less reproducible ivith these mer­
cury derivatives than "with silver nitrate or copper sulfate 
and do not shox? a veiy satisfactory distinction between the 
compounds. This is due partly to the decomposition of the 
free radical RHg at the cathode. In every case -nhen the de­
composition voltage had "been reached free mercury deposited 
on the electrode. These complicating factors rendered the 
method unsuitable for distinguishing bet^ ween the compounds. 
It Ts?as accordingly abandoned. It is probable that greater 
success would have been obtained had the measurements been 
made at loiuer temperatures since the free radicals "ffould then 
have been more stable. This greater stability at low temper­
atures -^as reported Eraixs®®. Bven at -30 ,^ ho's^ever, some 
decomposition occurs. 
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Efectrofijzin^ — Bd-ck EM.J. 
Fig, Deteriaination of decompo­
sition Toitage of copper sulfate aiid sil­
ver nitrate. 
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Pig. IX. Deterciination of decomposition 1 
TTOltage of etliyl-, benzyl-, and phenyl- I 
mercuric nitr t^tes. | 
I 
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Seteraiaation of Deeoarfositiort geaperatures of 
Coa-pounds of the Tjr>e 
It was recogni-aed early in the progresB of this work that 
the order in "Which the organo-iaerciiric derivatives had "been 
arrsnsed, from conductance 3.nd E.M.F, measurements, vias not 
the ssme as the order of their stability or reactivity. Uhus 
benzylmercin-ic nitrate is veiy unstable and reacts s7ith water 
or alcohol when heated, precipitating a basic aercuric ni­
trate, while the loetlayl- and pheryl- derivatives which are 
placed at the t-wo ends of the series are very inert to this 
treatment. They sho^n the same order in their stability 
to-^rard heat« 
SIhe approziaate decomposition temperatures recorded in 
Table XII were determined by notins the temperature at ^hich 
the compound decomposes when heated in a capillary tube such 
as is used for melting point detersainations. The temperature 
of decomposition varies but slightly with the rate of heat­
ing and is very sharp. 
The temperatures at which the compounds decompose would 
offer a rough comparison of the relative thermal stabilities 
of the conroounds. The data for the organo-mercuric nitrates 
examined places the organic radicals in approximately the 
same order as that found by Kharasch°® for the stability of 
33. Eharasch aisd Macker, J, Am. Chem. Soc., 48, 3150 
(1926). 
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the unssrmaetrical njercuri-orsanic compounds when treated vjith 
0 n 
hydrochloric acid; namely, tolyl- 19  ^, phenyl- 184°, methyl-
190°, ethyl- 155°, hutyl- 150®, "benzyl- 91°. Etie difficulties 
encountered In preparing the "benzyl- and "butyliaej^ curic nitrates 
also 'Would ir»iieate that these two compounds are "both the laost 
reactive ar$3. unstable in the series investigated. In view of 
the fact that the conductivities of these unstable nitrates 
still place them in the same consecutive order as that found 
for the correspojsiins carbo:<y and amine derivatives, it seems 
prohahle that this is another case in -^rhich cheaical staoility 
Cannot "be directly interpreted in teras of "electronic potential" 
as Sharasch has done, A number of such cases for the elements 
have been discussed by Kildebrandt^ '®' as "discrepancies in the 
electro-cheaical series''. 
iEABLE XII 
Meltin?? Points Approxiniate BecoErposition 
Tea-peratiire, and Solobilitv in "gater at 25  ^
For Various Orp:ano-Mercuric STitra.tea 
# 
# Solubility :AuproxiEate : 
• Moles ner L. a.p. ; ^ ecoi2T3. T. : 
• 
:^ thyli2ercuric nitrate deliquescent 59° 
* « 
t 190® ; 
:Ethy li3ercuric nitrate .^ 239 87 : 155 : 
rButylmercuric nitrate?  ^ i.00299) (40^) : (150®) : 
:Benzylinercuric nitrate .00263 91 : 91 : 
tp-Tolylaercuric nitrate .00057 187 : 190 ; 
iPheigrlBercuric nitrate 
* 
.00236 176-184 184 J 
• « 
•^reparation was gray in color and could not be further 
purified* 
34, Hiidebrandt, CJhem. Hev,, II, 394 (1926) , 
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DISCUSSIOH OF EESULT3 
The considerations in the Theoretical Discussion in­
dicated that the polar properties of ai^  series of compounds 
contaiiiing one polar group should he a function of the elec­
tron-sharing ability of the radicals attached to the central 
atom or group, and that the magnitude of the change caused 
by sutistitutins one radical for another i^ ill "be inversely pro­
portional to the size and complexity of that group. The re­
sults obtained in the Sxperimental Part are in fair agreecient 
with these predictions, as the following statements indicate: 
1* The ionization constants of the series of organo-
aercuric nitrates change along the series in so orderly 
a way as to suggest a functional relation bet-neen these 
constants and the previously fixed order of the radicals. 
2. The eoQilibrium constants for the reaction,. 
2 EHgl EgHg + Hgis 
change along the series in an equally orderly way. 
3. ThB extent of the chanp;e in E, as shOTO in Figure 
II, for the ionization of the organo-mercuric nitrates 
is nrach less than for the ionization of the carboxylic 
acids and,of the amines, as was expected. The change 
in S for the iodides cannot be compared with that of 
the acids and amines since an entirely different type. 
of reaction is involved. 
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!I5ie effect of increased slse and cosiplexity of the central 
group on the variation in £ along the series can' be shoim in 
another way. In the acid RCOOH, the central group is 
while in the series RCHsCOOH the group is -( CHgrCto)-. In 
this latter series the central group is considerably- larger 
and there is acco3?dingly a much szaaller "variation in K. In the 
series HCH2GH3COQH the variation is even less. Ihen the radi­
cals, R, are separated from the carbosyl group by inore than 
four CHs units there ceases to be any noticeable Ghange in K-
The sase relations are obseinred 'sith the aoines ESHg and 
RCHgHHg, etc  ^ A graphical representation is given in Figure 
X, in which the distance between R- and^-KHg or -COOH is 
measured by the nuaber of intervening -GHg- units. The magni­
tude of the effects shown would undoubtedly be different in 
case-the intervening -CRg- units form a branched chain instead 
of a strai^ t one. 
It has not been found possible to correlate quantitative­
ly the magnitude of the change in E throu  ^the series T7ith 
any one property of the central atoi3 or group. !ISie relation 
is doubtless ves:^  coiaplex involving the radii of the atoms of 
the group, the number of atoms and their configuration in 
space. In ^ ite of our inability to calculate, or even to ex­
plain these effects, tl%e graphical method used in arranging 
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Di^ ocialion Conslanh l^oq K 
Fig. X, Photograph of a aodel, constructed to 
scale, showirg the relationship "betiseen the dis­
sociation constants of the acids and amines of radi­
cals of different electron-sharing abilitjr and the 
distance of the radicals from the polar group in 
CHg units. 
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tiie radicals in a series seems to place them in the tvue 
order of their electron-sharing ability, since that order 
has been found to control the polar properties of four 
series of conjpounds, -without axsj marked discrepancies. 
The aethod also offers a means of predicting •s'ith a 
fair degree of ;c®rtainty, the constants for mar^r other mem­
bers of the tTO series of mereui^  derivatives. Since the 
ioniaation constants for parachlorobenzoic acid and paru-
chloraniline place the radical. CICqH^- at about 4.6 on the 
axis of electron-sharing ability, the constants for para-
chloropheriylmercuric nitrate and iodide can be estimated 
from the curve. Figure V, to be 7 x 10~  ^ and 1 x 10® re­
spectively. 
